MCQ for a Listening Activity
Choose the right options while listening to someone talking about outbreaks and the strategies to fight them.

1. The COVID-19 spread quickly while
   a) hospitals felt the pressure of social nets
   b) hospitals had difficulties to host the sick
   c) people weren’t sufficiently informed yet
   d) people weren’t primed enough to face it

2. There’s more than one possibility to face an outbreak:
   a) speed it up, slow down and immunize, organize and smash it
   b) run against it, define the settings, evaluate and combine them
   c) mark the progress, define the result together with the danger
   d) contain anxieties and try to develop a collective mass strategy

3. Accelerate the virus means that:
   a) the contagion will go away definitely
   b) ill people’s requests will be all satisfied
   c) people’s invulnerability will be forever
   d) lots and lots of people lose their lives

4. In pandemic phase, earning time to study new medicines implies to:
   a) detect and isolate sick people
   b) organize governance strategies
   c) meet people only twice a week
   d) be aware of social modifications

5. In urban agglomerations, during circumstances of this kind,
   a) everything will improve straightaway
   b) family cooperation is greatly important
   c) stop-and-go work periods are possible
   d) medical research gropes in the pitch dark

6. The right turning point for this solution is to:
   a) acquire skill and expertise in every field
   b) harmonize universally the various steps
   c) combine needs and urgencies of people
   d) improve every country’s fiscal networks

7. The approaches considered through the years, see medical protections as the
   a) fastest and safest tactic to smash the virus
   b) most severe threat for humans as a whole
   c) origin of other viruses
   d) leader of virus control
8. Medical investigations go on with the aim to have
   a) more jobs around the world
   b) less worrying everyday lives
   c) more financial opportunities
   d) less people in hospitals beds

From https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi0edf_nJDo